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This paper tests the degree to which PAC contributions can influence voting outcomes on
legislation that disproportionately influences the poor. Using passage of the Bankruptcy
Abuse and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 in the House of Representatives, the results
show an association between PAC campaign contributions from the financial industry and
support for final passage of bankruptcy reform. The findings suggest that one source of
underrepresentation of the poor may be donations made by interest groups during
campaigns.
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1. Introduction

One of the most pressing questions in a representative democracy is whether elected officials respond to citizens' in-
terests. As equality is also a core democratic value, the continued responsiveness of elected officials toward citizens, who are
to be considered as political equals, remains a chief concern (Dahl, 1971). Recent scholarship calls equality in responsiveness
into question as multiple studies find biased responsiveness toward the wealthy and the interests of those in low-income
situations to be vastly underrepresented in policy outcomes (e.g. Bartels, 2008; Carnes, 2012, 2013; Flavin, 2012; Gilens,
2012, 2015).

Why are the interests of the poor underrepresented in American politics? One prominent explanation for a lack of
responsiveness toward the poor is the difficulty faced by groups without large financial resources in influencing the policy
process through political donations (e.g. Gilens, 2015). If the poor are unable to support legislators through political giving,
well-organized and well-funded interest groups might sway elected officials.

This study tests this explanation (as well as others) by examining efforts in Congress to reform the bankruptcy system.
Bankruptcy disproportionately affects those in low-income situations as studies show that individuals (or families) are most
likely to declare bankruptcy after job loss, during a major illness due to a lack of health insurance (Sullivan et al., 1989;
Retsinas and Belsky, 2009), or as a result of revolving debt (White, 2007). Thus, this is an issue that affects the poor and
the ‘near poor’ (those living paycheck to paycheck) to a high degree (e.g. Sullivan et al., 1989). Thus, the issue of bankruptcy
reform is an example of ‘risk privatization’ (Hacker, 2004; Krugman, 2005), where the government has taken steps to rescind
protection against social risk (e.g. bad luck), which often disproportionately affect those in low income situations. As this
socioeconomic group has far fewer resources to contribute to political campaigns, interest groups may be better poised to
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sway elected officials to vote contrary to the interests of the poor. Thus, the issue of bankruptcy reform allows for the test of a
prominent explanation for why the poor are underrepresented in the policy processdbecause campaign contributions from
groups with large financial resources far outpace those that might represent the poor. In the case of bankruptcy, while
previous efforts by the industry to reform the system failed in multiple congressional sessions, the industry launched an
intense campaign to sway legislators. In fact, some estimates put the total amount of money spent on lobbying and campaign
contributions by the financial industry on bankruptcy reform at around $100 million, while groups advocating on behalf of
the poor were largely absent or vastly outspent (Egan, 2005). Thus, bankruptcy reform is an issue that pits individuals (and
families) with limited resources against large-scale efforts from industries with vast resourcesdsuch as large financial
institutions.

The findings of this study provide support for an important explanation for why the poor often lose out in policydbecause
of a lack of financial resources to donate to campaigns. Moreover, the results show some evidence of a relationship between
the personal net worth of individual legislators and roll call voting behavior on bankruptcy reform. These findings provide
important implications for the study of representation and Congress in a time of rising economic inequality.
2. Unequal responsiveness

With growing attention to economic inequality in the United States, scholars have begun to examine inequality in political
representation (see Erikson, 2015 for a review). Studies examining legislator responsiveness to various underrepresented
groups, such as the working class or low-income constituents find biased responsiveness in favor of wealthier constituents.
Bartels (2008) documents a number of governmental policies (such as tax cuts) that disproportionately benefit the wealthy,
while many others fail to respond to the needs of those in low-income situations (such as a stagnant minimumwage). Bartels
finds Senators to be responsive to upper-income constituents, while not at all responsive to low-income constituents. This
finding is supported by subsequent research for Senators in a more recent time period (Hayes, 2013), the House of Repre-
sentatives (Ellis, 2012), and at the state legislative level (Flavin, 2012).
2.1. Campaign contributions and roll-call voting

An important area of research that speaks to biased responsiveness is the role that organized interests may play in
influencing legislator behavior through PAC contributions. The literature on political donations and lobbying is vast (e.g. for
reviews see Ansolabehere et al., 2003; Stratmann, 2005; de Figueiredo and Richter, 2014). Research on the topic of donations
and legislative outcomes are often complicated by the endogenous nature of spending. On one hand, interest groups may be
attempting to persuade members to change their position (or adopt a group's preferred position), but on the other hand they
may simply be rewarding legislators who already have a favorable position on an issue.

Perhaps because of this, research often finds mixed or little evidence for a relationship between political donations and
legislative influence (e.g. Wright, 1985; Wawro, 2001). In a review of the literature Ansolabehere et al. (2003) find campaign
contributions generally have little impact on roll call votes. However, Stratmann (2005), reviewing the same literature, finds
that while many individual studies do not find a statistically significant influence on voting outcomes, the combined evidence
that campaign contributions influence roll call voting is strong. In a meta-analysis, Roscoe and Jenkins (2005) find that PAC
contributions have an impact on roll call voting in about a third of cases examined. Many studies examine specific votes (or a
series of votes), and again find mixed results. In examining trade policy, Baldwin and Magee (2000) find contributions from
labor and business influenced congressional roll call votes on NAFTA and GATT, but not on a 1994 vote to renewmost-favored
nation status for China. Witko (2006) finds PACs are able to influence roll call voting mainly on non-ideological and non-
visible issues.

An alternative view of the relationship between donations and legislator behavior suggests that interest groups donate in
order to gain access to public officials, not necessarily to buy votes. Research finds that interest groups tend to donate to
members who will advocate their interests effectively over time, thus creating an incentive for members to enhance their
analytical capacity for policymaking (Esterling, 2007). Studies also find support for the idea that interest group donations can
have a positive effect on access to elected officials or staff, which can influence legislation, especially during formative stages
(e.g. Hall and Wayman, 1990; Langbein, 1986). A recent field experiment (Kalla and Broockman, 2015) finds evidence that
campaign contributions can ease access to elected officials and their staffs. Research also suggests that access motivates
donors to engage in political giving (e.g. Francia et al., 2003).

Despite the mixed literature on the relationship between donations and roll call voting, the influence of money on the
political system is an important explanation for biased governmental responsiveness. For example, Bonica et al. (2013)
suggest one reason the government may not be responding to reverse trends of rising inequality is due to increasing po-
litical donations, disproportionatelymade up of thewealthy. Martin Gilens (2012) argues that parties are captured by activists
and interest groups and that as political campaigns have become increasingly expensive, they have become more responsive
to those that supply the resources necessary to fund campaigns. Others argue that while both major political parties have
shifted in this direction, the Democratic Party's efforts to capture donations from business have led to a change in policy
representation away from the Party's traditional representation of working or middle class interests (Hacker and Pierson,
2010b).
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In sum, recent research finds legislators to be particularly responsive to upper class constituents. One area receiving
increased attention as to the source of biased responsiveness is the potential influence of political contributions. An analysis of
important role call votes that directly affect the poor can improve our understanding of representation, responsiveness, and
economic policy in American politics. The case of bankruptcy reform (detailed in the following section) presents an important
case to test this explanation for biased responsiveness.
2.2. The politics of bankruptcy reform

Efforts to reform the bankruptcy process began in the 1990's, coincidingwith increased personal debt formany Americans,
which reached record levels in 2005. Yet the roots of bankruptcy reform efforts go much deeper. As much of American
economic prosperity after World War II was driven by consumer debt, citizens were increasingly given opportunities to take
on debt to consume goods (Retsinas and Belsky, 2009). While the growth in incomes among the wealthy has been well
documented in studies of American inequality (e.g. Keister andMoller, 2000; Piketty and Saez, 2003; Smeeding, 2005; Hacker
and Pierson, 2010b), what is often overlooked is that incomes have remained stagnant for most Americans. This is important
because consumer debt increased to record levels in the 1990s while household income failed to keep pace. In fact, between
1980 and 1994, household debt increased from 65 to 81 percent of total income (Sullivan et al., 2000; Retsinas and Belsky,
2009). Along with increasing levels of consumer debt and stagnant wages, bankruptcy rates soared in the 1990s. This phe-
nomenon can be seen in Fig. 1, which displays non-business bankruptcy fillings from 1980 to 2012.

Increasing bankruptcy rates led to pressure on Congress to take up the issue, which culminated in the Bankruptcy Reform
Act of 1999.1 Proponents of the bill argued that bankruptcy abuse and fraud were widespread. Jim Sensenbrenner (R-Wis.),
chairman of the House Judiciary Committee and proponent of the bill argued asmuchwhen he said, “This bill will help restore
responsibility and integrity to the bankruptcy system by cracking down on fraudulent, abusive, and opportunistic bankruptcy
claims” (Day, 2005). Opponents of the bill argued the changes would target low and middle-income people struggling due to
job loss or costly medical bills. The bill passed the House on May 5th, 1999 (313/108) and the Senate on February 2nd, 2000
(83/14). While the bill passed both chambers, President Clinton instituted a pocket veto in his final weeks in office, thus killing
the bill and preventing Congress from overriding his veto.2 The subsequent election of George W. Bush (a supporter of the
bill), led to another intense push to pass reform legislation. In 2001, reformwas close to passage until Charles Schumer (D-NY)
attached an amendment that would prohibit anti-abortion protestors from declaring bankruptcy to avoid paying court fines.
After Schumer offered a compromise to soften the language, Republicans were unable to send the bill to the President because
many pro-life Republicans in the House refused to back the bill (Sinclair, 2012). It wasn't until the 109th session that
Bankruptcy Reform passed both chambers of Congress andwas signed into law by President Bush on April 20th, 2005. The bill
passed the House by amargin of 302e126 and the Senate by amargin of 74e25.3 President GeorgeW. Bush signed the bill into
law and released a statement that read, “These common-sense reformswill make the system stronger and better so that more
Americans - especially lower-income Americans - have greater access to credit” (Labaton, 2005).

Public opinion polls taken before the vote show a public divided on the issue. When asked, “In general, do you think that
personal bankruptcy should bemade easier for people to claim, more difficult for people to claim, or should it remain as it is?”
39 percent responded ‘more difficult’ while 47 percent responded ‘remain as is’. There were larger differences by economic
class, however as 9 percent of those making under $30,000 per year said declaring bankruptcy should be more difficult while
34 percent of those making over $30,000 thought declaring bankruptcy should be more difficult (Pew Research Center for the
People & the Press Political Typology Callback Poll March 2005).

Bankruptcy reform is an issue for which the public may not have intensely held (or clearly formed preferences), however,
as the issue was of low visibility. While the issue of bankruptcy reform may have become more visible around the time of
passage in 2005, the issue was of low visibility to most Americans and therefore represents a typical case of many key pieces
of legislation.4 Despite the lack of visibility and perhaps a lack of clearly formed preferences on the issue, the bill certainly
pitted the interests of low-income Americans against those of large financial institutions. The final passage of the bankruptcy
bill was regarded as the most significant change to bankruptcy laws in 27 years (Labaton, 2005). Once the law passed in 2005,
there were significant changes to the bankruptcy code, many of which were highly favorable to large financial institutions.
Major changes included instituting a means test when individuals file for bankruptcy, giving lenders more tools to recover
debts, and requiring debtors to pay for credit counseling. Most significantly, the bill changed the requirements for deciding
which chapter of bankruptcy individuals would file. Under the previous law, a bankruptcy judge determined under chapter of
1 As the bill failed to pass, it was subsequently renamed as the Bankruptcy Reform Act of 2000, 2001, 2002, and finally 2005. For a complete legislative
history of Bankruptcy Reform see White (2007).

2 “Clinton Vetoes Bankruptcy Bill.” News Herald. December 18th, 2000. Page A18.
3 One Senator, Hillary Clinton (D-NY) did not cast a vote on the bill.
4 Public opinion polls demonstrate that the issue did not register as a “most important problem” facing the nation in any time leading up to (or following)

passage in 2005. Moreover, while the issue did receive press coverage around the time of passage, there was not likely enough media attention to reach a
level of salience necessary to make most citizens aware of the issue, especially given the complexity of the bill (a total of 195 pages). For example, a Lexis-
Nexus search for the term “bankruptcy” for the entire year of 2005 reveals 563 total newspaper articles on the subject, many of which simply list court
bankruptcy proceedings. A narrower search of the term “bankruptcy reform” reveals a smaller list of newspaper articles (248), seven of which were
published by the New York Times. Studies on press coverage of Congress show this to be typical for most issues (e.g. Arnold, 2006).
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the bankruptcy code a person was able to file under. The new law instituted a means testing formula that determined which
chapter individuals must file, essentially making it more difficult for individuals and families to file for Chapter 7 bankruptcy
(generally the option for those with few assets) and instead requiredmost to be subject to Chapter 13 (Mann, 2010). The main
difference is that under Chapter 7 most debts are forgiven, whereas Chapter 13 requires repayment and favors creditors.
Initially the law had its intended effect, as the number of bankruptcy filings fell sharply after implementation in 2005 (see
Fig. 1). Bankruptcy filings increased drastically once the Great Recession hit, though never to previous levels, showing the
degree to which the law prevented new bankruptcy filings.

The passage of the 2005 Bankruptcy Reform bill therefore provides an opportunity to examine responsiveness by Dem-
ocratic members potentially pulled in many directions. Republican efforts to implement changes to the bankruptcy system
are not surprising given the main sponsor of the bill was a member of the GOP and the party had pushed reform since the
1990s. Moreover, therewas widespread support from a key ally to Republicansdthe business community. Bankruptcy reform
also fits with a conservative ideology that promotes the idea of individual responsibility. But why did so many from the
Democratic Party ultimately decide to support passage of the bill, especially whenmembers in the party were instrumental in
defeating the legislation (through a variety of methods) in previous years? Given that research finds those forced to declare
bankruptcy are low or middle-income families suffering from job loss or lack of health care (e.g. Sullivan et al., 2000; Retsinas
and Belsky, 2009), it seems many Democrats faced conflicting demands from key industries and core constituencies.
3. Expectations & hypotheses

The passage of the Bankruptcy Reform Act in 2005 allows for an important test of a dominant explanation for why leg-
islators might vote contrary to the interests of the poor. The large-scale campaign donations by industries with a direct stake
in the outcomemight have drowned out voices speaking on behalf of the poor. Thus, the bankruptcy bill allows us to examine
the influence of interest group donations in shaping legislation.

As campaigns become more expensive and candidates are forced to spend ever-increasing amounts of time fundraising,
the role of campaign donationsmight bemore likely to influence legislator action (e.g. Bonica et al., 2013). Theremight also be
reason to think that the Democratic Party might be in greater need of campaign donations than in previous decades, as some
argue that with changing campaign finance rules, Democrats are forced to adopt a more pro-business stance on many issues
in order to court larger donations (e.g. Hacker and Pierson, 2010b). On highly important pieces of legislation of low visibility
such as bankruptcy reform, interest groups might be more likely to try to persuade members to vote in their favor (Witko,
2006).

Long favored by large commercial banks and credit card companies, efforts to reform the bankruptcy system increased as
consumer debt (and bankruptcy filings) increased. By most accounts, those benefiting from passage of the bankruptcy reform
were large financial institutions, who would see increased profits if consumers were made to continue to pay down their
debts, even after filing for bankruptcy. Of the financial industries, those most likely to benefit from passage of bankruptcy
reform are commercial banks and credit card companies (each are responsible for lending money to consumers). Financial
industries such as securities or real estate may have been more divided on the issue, as instituting reform made it more
difficult for consumers to file bankruptcy in order to free up income to pay their mortgages (Morgan et al., 2012). Given that
the financial industry pushed heavily for reform, members may have been persuaded by PAC donations. Therefore, the
commercial bank and credit card donations hypotheses predict that members of Congress (MCs) will be more likely to
support bankruptcy reform as donations from each industry increases. As the commercial bank industry was the most active
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on this bill (as donations from commercial banks far outnumbered those of the credit card industry) and as such, I hypothesize
that donations from this group are the most likely to be influential.5 While these hypotheses are not necessarily mutually
exclusive, bankruptcy reform allows for a clear test of each hypothesis.

4. Data and methods

To test these hypotheses, I examine whether differences exist between the voting behavior of Democratic members of
Congress on the final roll call vote of the Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 (BAPCPA).6 As all
members of the Republican Party supported passage of the bill, I focus only on Democratic members. The final vote in the
House of Representatives occurred on April 14th, 2005 with 302 voting in favor and 126 against. In total, 73 Democrats (out of
202) crossed the aisle and voted with the Republican Party to pass the bill.

In order to test for the influences on support for the Bankruptcy Reform bill, I constructed a data set that includes roll call
votes on bankruptcy reform as well as district and member characteristics. All variable descriptions, coding, and summary
statistics can be found in Tables A1 and A2 of the Online Appendix. The dependent variable Bankruptcy Vote is the final roll call
vote in the House of Representatives in the 109th Congress.7 To account for the potential role that donations have on member
behavior and to test the commercial bank and credit card donation hypotheses, I include measures of total contributions from
PACs and individuals giving $200 ormore during the election cycle leading up to the 109th Congress from Finance, Credit Cards,
Commercial Banks, Real Estate, Securities.8 PAC contributions are an important way tomeasure the activity of interest groups as
Ansolabehere et al. (2002) find a strong connection between PAC contributions and lobbying expenditures.9 As studies find
business lobbying is far from monolithic (e.g. Gimpel et al., 2014), it is important to include all potential business lobbying
influences as well as donations fromUnions, which generally favor the Democratic Party. Moreover, some union organizations
such as the AFL-CIO testified against the bill (Jensen, 2005).10

Traditional explanations of legislative representation suggest that elected officials are responsive to the median voter.
Therefore, I include a measure of District Ideology, which is measured by the 2004 Republican presidential vote share. As no
public opinion poll on the topic of the bankruptcy vote that is large enough to capture opinion by congressional district is
available, I use presidential vote share as a proxy measure for median district opinion. As research points to the potential
importance of member personal characteristics and wealth (Burden, 2007; Griffin and Anewalt-Remsburg, 2013; Carnes,
2012, 2013; Grumbach, 2015), the variable MC Average Net Worth averages the high and low estimates provided by personal
disclosure reports.

One alternative explanation predicts that legislators will bemost responsive to small groups of citizens, who care intensely
about certain issues (e.g. Bishin, 2000, 2009). Legislators may be influenced by groups potentially active during this time, such
as those working in the financial industry or those facing bankruptcy. To account for the potential influence of subcon-
stituencies, I include a measure of the number of individuals in a district employed by the finance industry (Finance Em-
ployees), which is made available by the U.S. Census. I also include a measure of Non-business Bankruptcy filings, made
available from the American Bankruptcy Institute.11 While affecting a small subset of citizens, studies show that economic
distress in an individual's social network is important in shaping preferences about economic preferences on a number of
dimensions (e.g. Newman, 2014). Therefore, nonbusiness bankruptcy filings likely serve as a measure not only for those
affected by a change in bankruptcy policy, but also as a proxy measure for those individuals who might be more sympathetic
to those in similar circumstances and perhaps to be active on such an issue. Both individuals working in the financial industry
and constituencies experiencing a high rate of bankruptcy filings are groups likely to be more knowledgeable and active on
the issue than most Americans. Moreover, those working in the finance industry might be more likely to pressure their
members to pass bankruptcy reform, while localities with high numbers of individuals filling for bankruptcy might be more
likely to pressure representatives to oppose reform.

Also included are a number of additional control variables. Economic factors might play a role in vote decisions and
therefore I include District Median Income and the Unemployment Rate of each congressional district. I also include a variable
measuring the total Terms amember has served and a dichotomous variable as towhether amember is a Freshmanmember or
not and MC Ideology, which is the DW-NOMINATE score of members for the 109th Congress. I also include a control for the
5 As Jensen (2005) highlights in the legislative history of bankruptcy reform, one of the “principle players” in the reform effort was the American
Financial Services Association (AFSA), “whose members include providers of secured and unsecured credit.” The AFSA hired attorney George Wallace to
draft legislation that became the framework for the bankruptcy reform bill. Wallace was also one of the most frequent witnesses at congressional hearings
on bankruptcy legislation and Jensen (2005) describes him as the “bill's public voice” (p. 500).

6 As the bill had only 12 total cosponsors, the small number of observations prevents an analysis of cosponsorship behavior.
7 House Vote #108, April 14th, 2005.
8 The correlation between these donations is generally not too large to include each variable in one model. The highest correlation is between securities

and commercial bank donations at 0.53.
9 While lobbying expenditures are often greater than PAC contributions (e.g. Milyo et al., 2000), campaign contributions are the most direct way in which

we can observe the way that key industries might try to influence specific politicians.
10 During a Senate hearing in which eight witnesses testified, a representative of the AFL-CIO testified against the bill (Jensen, 2005).
11 Data for this measure are available at the state, but not at the district level. As an alternative measure, I use the number of people in a district that have
taken on a second mortgage (made available from the Census), which involves more risk and therefore might provide a proxy for those at risk for
bankruptcy. The results (in the Online Appendix Table A5) are unchanged with the alternative measure.



Table 1
Logistic regression of influences on Bankruptcy Reform Act, Democrat House Vote 109th Congress with State Fixed Effects (State dummies suppressed).

Basic model (contributions as total dollar
amount)

Basic model (contributions as %
of total)

Additional controls (contributions as total
dollar amount)

Commercial bank
donations

0.747**
(0.326)

0.557**
(0.240)

1.173***
(0.424)

Credit card donations 0.135
(0.455)

0.482
(0.389)

�0.328
(0.628)

Securities investment
donations

�0.102
(0.122)

�0.208
(0.141)

�0.140
(0.145)

Real estate donations 0.0723
(0.137)

�0.166
(0.162)

0.151
(0.167)

Union donations �0.0308
(0.0442)

�0.0625
(0.0476)

�0.0879
(0.0632)

MC average net worth 0.0179**
(0.00785)

0.0162**
(0.00769)

0.0208
(0.0167)

MC ideology �24.32***
(5.468)

�26.67***
(5.886)

�24.94***
(6.130)

District median income 8.216
(26.50)

10.97
(26.15)

52.67
(40.58)

District ideology �0.00899
(0.0419)

0.00347
(0.0420)

0.00744
(0.0618)

Finance sector
employment

0.0179**
(0.00785)

0.0162**
(0.00769)

0.0208
(0.0167)

Non-business bankruptcy
filings

�0.0808
(0.0795)

District unemployment 259.9
Terms �0.314

(0.331)
Freshman �0.449***

(0.172)
Margin of victory �0.667

(1.844)
Financial services

committee
0.0128
(0.0235)

Judiciary committee 0.626
(1.297)

Region (South) �16.23
(1308.0)

Constant �224.6***
(5.640)

Observations 6.766 (4.212) 8.813
Log-likelihood 145 145 145

Standard errors in parentheses **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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competitiveness of the district with previous Margin of Victory in the most recent election (2004). As the bill was referred to
both the House Judiciary and Financial Services Committee, I include a dichotomous variable for whether a member served on
either committee. Finally, I include a control for region (South) to address the role that Southern Democrats might play in the
voting process.

To estimate the effects on the bankruptcy bill voting decision by members of Congress, I focus on the 109th House vote.
While all Republicanmembers voted in favor of passage of the bill, the Democrats were divided as 73 voted in favor, while 125
voted against.12 I therefore restrict the analysis to the voting behavior of these members, to examine the factors that led
Democratic representatives to support or oppose bankruptcy reform. As the dependent variable Bankruptcy Vote is dichot-
omous (1 in favor, 0 oppose), logistic regression is the appropriate modeling choice. Because of the small sample size of the
House vote (less than 300), I also employ a Penalized Likelihood or Firth Analysis (see Appendix), which reduces small-sample
bias in maximum likelihood estimation (Firth, 1993; Heinze and Schemper, 2002).
5. Results

The results of the logistic regression analysis of the 2005 Bankruptcy Reform vote for Democratic House members are
displayed in Table 1. To control for the potential issue of a lack of independence between members of state delegations the
model includes state fixed effects. The results depict the roll call vote decision of Democratic members of the House of
12 There were a total of three Republicans and four Democrats who did not cast a vote on this bill. These members were dropped from the analyses.



Fig. 2. Predicted margins for the influence of commercial bank donations on Bankruptcy Vote in 109th Congress (Total contributions and contributions as percent
of total).
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Representatives for three different models.13 The first results column shows the results using a basic model (with limited
controls) when the PAC donation variables are measured as the total dollar amount received by a candidate.14 The second
results columns of the table displays the same model with limited controls, however the PAC contribution variables are the
percent of total PAC contributions received. This allows us to examine the effect for both the total dollar amount of PAC
contributions received by a legislator as well as the degree to which a legislator's campaign fund is dependent upon such
contributions. The final results column displays the same model as in the first column, but with additional controls. As the
results across model specifications are substantively similar, the results discussion mainly focuses on the third column in
which additional controls are included.

In terms of donations from key industries, only commercial bank donations are statistically significant.15 The coefficient for
commercial bank donations is positive, which shows a positive association between donations received from the financial
services industry and likelihood of voting on passage of the reform. This is the case whether donations are measured as the
total dollar amount or as a percent of all donations received.16 The average net worth of a Democratic member is positive and
statistically significant in the basic models, demonstrating that members with a higher estimated net worth were more likely
to support Bankruptcy Reform. This result is partly due to a few extremely wealthy Democrats as the coefficient for average net
worth falls short of obtaining statistical significance (p< 0.17) when outliers (MCsworthmore than $150million), are excluded
from the analysis. The only other variables to achieve statistical significance are the measure ofMC Ideology (which is negative
and therefore demonstrates that more liberal members were less likely to support the legislation) andmargin of victory, which
is also negative and statistically significant. None of the variablesmeasuring the influence themedian voter, subconstituencies,
donations from industries other than commercial banks, or district characteristics achieves statistical significance.

The results from the statistical analysis are substantively meaningful as well, which can be seen in Figs. 2 and 3. Predicted
margins were calculated while holding all other variables in the model at their means using the margins command in STATA.
The predictedmargins are displayed by the dashed line and the 95 percent confidence intervals are shown by the shaded area.

The predictedmargins for the influence of commercial bank donations on Democratic Housemember's decision to support
Bankruptcy Reform can be seen in Fig. 2, which shows predicted margins when donations are measured as total contributions
(left panel) or as a percent of donations received (right panel). Beginning with the left panel, we see that as donations from the
commercial bank industry increase to a Democratic member of the House, the probability they will support passage also
increases. In fact, once donations increase past around $40,000, Democratic MCs have a predicted probability of supporting
the bill greater than 0.5. Members receiving $60,000 or greater from the industry have a high probability of supporting
passage (greater than 0.75). In the rightmost panel we see that not only is the total dollar contribution important, but so too
are the contributions when measured as a portion of all donations received. As donations from the commercial bank industry
13 I also employed a Penalized Logistic (Firth) Regression for each model displayed in this Table. These results, which are substantively similar, are
available in the Online Appendix in Table A3.
14 Given the concern that researchers should use models with limited independent variables (e.g. Achen 2005), I also conducted analyses with even fewer
covariates than those presented here. Those results (available in Appendix A, Table A4) are substantively identical to those presented in Table 1.
15 In order to ease interpretation of the results table, I divided the donations data by 10,000 and the net worth data by 1 million. This does not affect the
statistical or substantive results, but rather moves the decimal place for the coefficient.
16 In a separate analysis which examines the change in vote from a previous session (107th) in which the bankruptcy vote was considered, the coefficient
for a variable that combines all banking donations together is statistically different from zero at p < 0.10. This suggests that banking donations received
between sessions may have played a role in influencing some Democratic members to change their position from previously opposing bankruptcy reform.



Fig. 3. Predicted margins for the influence of member wealth on Bankruptcy Vote in 109th Congress.
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reach 5 percent of all donations received, members have a 0.5 predicted probability of supporting the bill. Once commercial
bank donations comprise about 10 percent of all donations, that probability jumps to 0.75.

In Fig. 3, we see the predicted margins for the influence of MC Net Worth on the bankruptcy vote. As the figure shows, as
wemove frommembers with negative or little net worth to thosewith higher net worth, we see the probability of supporting
bankruptcy reform increases substantially. Once a representative's net worth approaches around $145million, the probability
of voting in favor of the bill reaches 0.5. Moreover, the wealthiest Democrats with an estimated net worth greater than $245
million have a 0.75 or greater predicted probability of voting in favor of passage of the bill.

6. Discussion and conclusion

The degree to which elected officials respond to citizens, considered as political equals, is paramount to representative
government (Dahl, 1971). As multiple studies question equality in responsiveness, researchers have begun to examine the
underlying mechanisms of this phenomenon. To that end, this study used the passage of the 2005 Bankruptcy Reform Act to
evaluate multiple explanations for why the people in low-income situations are not well represented.

In examining the final House vote in 2005 that ultimately led to passage of the Bankruptcy Reform Act, the results show an
association between Democratic members roll call voting behavior and political donations from commercial banks, sup-
porting the commercial bank donations hypothesis. No evidence was found to support the credit card donation hypothesis.
The issue presented a dilemma for representatives in the Democratic Party with a group of disadvantaged constituents most
likely to face bankruptcy on the one hand, and an intense lobbying effort by the banking industry through political donations
on the other hand. As commercial banks were the financial institution with perhaps the greatest stake in changing the
bankruptcy rules, this finding supports the idea that well-funded and organized interests in the financial industry were
important in ultimately passing Bankruptcy Reform.

In this analysis, I was unable to detect an influence by either the average district opinion or subconstituencies that might
have been activated by the issue. The Bankruptcy Reform bill was likely not salient enough to activate subconstituencies or the
median voter to pressure Democratic members to resist reform. This suggests that absent strong citizen attention and action,
member personal characteristics and interest group activity may be more likely to sway representatives. This might be
especially true for citizens in low-income situations, which are less organized and have fewer resources or groups advocating
on their behalf in Congress. Studies find that wealthy interests have a distinct advantage in lobbying (Baumgartner et al.,
2009), which have become more pronounced in an era of rising inequality (Hacker and Pierson, 2010a; Bonica et al., 2013).

While Republicans had unified control of the government following the 2004 elections and policy entrepreneursmay have
sensed an easier political terrain to push reform (e.g. Kingdon, 1984), the results of this study suggest the actions of interest
groups were an important factor in affecting Democratic votes to support the reform. This finding supports the thesis
developed by Hacker and Pierson (2010b), which argues that changes to the campaign finance laws in the late 1970s forced
the Democratic Party to align itself much more with business interests in a need to keep up with the Republican Party. The
results of this study show that these efforts may have swayed the Democratic Party to move away from representing the
economically vulnerable in a time of increasing economic inequality.

The results of this study are also supportive of previous findings that personal characteristics of MCs can affect members'
voting behavior (e.g. Burden, 2007). While the finding that personal net worth of MCs are associated with support for
Bankruptcy Reform, this finding lends support to the idea that wealthier members of Congress are less likely to sympathize or
understand the plight of individuals being on the verge of bankruptcy or living paycheck to paycheck. Therefore, the findings
in this study support previous findings that uncover a relationship between legislator wealth and repeal of the estate tax
(Griffin and Anewalt-Remsburg, 2013).
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During the 2007e2008 Financial Crisis and Great Recession that followed, millions of Americans were again experiencing
a situation in which they were on the verge of declaring bankruptcy. But many of these individuals and families now faced a
more difficult road ahead as the 2005 law made it more difficult to have debts be forgiven and file for Chapter 7. Some have
even argued that passage of bankruptcy reform contributed to the subprimemortgage crisis, as many could no longer declare
bankruptcy to free up income to pay their mortgage (Bernstein, 2008; Morgan et al., 2012). The findings from this study allow
us to better understand the role that an increasingly wealthy Congress and PAC donations can have on important legislation
that directly impacts low-income Americans.

The findings from this study suggest a number of opportunities for future research. As proponents of bankruptcy reform
often skillfully used populist rhetoric to characterize those filing bankruptcy as deadbeats to advance the interests of large
financial institutions, future studies might consider the ways inwhich political rhetoric affects policy and the portrayal of the
economically disadvantaged. Scholars must also continue to examine the role that political donations play in shaping
legislation, especially in a time of growing economic inequality when the ultra-wealthy are increasingly funding campaigns
(Bonica et al., 2013).

Researchers should continue to examine the ways that personal characteristics of members of Congress play a role in
voting behavior, especially as the gap between thewealth of members of Congress and the average income of most Americans
continues to grow. This remains a salient issue, as in January of 2014 during the same week that Congress allowed unem-
ployment benefits to expire for millions of Americans, the media reported that for the first time in American history, mil-
lionaires made up more than half of each chamber of Congress (Lipton, 2014). Finally, given that previous research finds
Congress to be traditionally unrepresentative of the working class (e.g. Carnes, 2012) and more responsive to the wealthy
(Bartels, 2008), scholars should continue to examine the ways in which this underrepresentation of millions of low-income
Americans has on the policy process.
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Online Appendix
Table A1
Variables used in the analyses.

Variable Source Coding

Bankruptcy vote 109th

(#108, 2005)
Govtrack.us
https://www.govtrack.us/congress/votes/
109-2005/h108

0-Nay, 1-Yea

Member ideology DW-NOMINATE scores from Voteview.com Recoded so that higher values are more liberal
District unemployment Census Bureau % Unemployed
Commercial bank

donations
Opensecrets.org Total dollar contributions from PACs and individuals giving $200 or more

donated during election cycle
Credit card donations Opensecrets.org Total dollar contributions from PACs and individuals giving $200 or more

donated during election cycle
Securities donations Opensecrets.org Total dollar contributions from PACs and individuals giving $200 or more

donated during election cycle
Real estate donations Opensecrets.org Total dollar contributions from PACs and individuals giving $200 or more

donated during election cycle
Union donations Opensecrets.org Total dollar contributions from PACs and individuals giving $200 or more

donated during election cycle
MC personal wealth Opensecrets.org Average Salary in $ millions
District median income Census, American FactFinder 109th

Congress
Median income in $ by district

Finance sector
employment

Census, American FactFinder 109th

Congress
Total number of jobs in finance sector

Freshman House.gov 1 ¼ freshman 0 ¼ otherwise
Terms House.gov Total number of terms served
GOP presidential vote

share
Almanac of American Politics % Share of GOP Presidential Vote 2004

Margin of victory Federal Election Commission % Margin of victory in previous election (2004)
GOP House.gov 1 ¼ GOP, 0 ¼ otherwise
Bankruptcy filings American Bankruptcy Institute Total number of non-business bankruptcy filings (by state)
Committee membership Clerk of the House of Representatives 1 ¼member of House Judiciary or Financial Services Committee, 0 ¼ otherwise

http://Govtrack.us
https://www.govtrack.us/congress/votes/109-2005/h108
https://www.govtrack.us/congress/votes/109-2005/h108
http://Voteview.com
http://Opensecrets.org
http://Opensecrets.org
http://Opensecrets.org
http://Opensecrets.org
http://Opensecrets.org
http://Opensecrets.org
http://House.gov
http://House.gov
http://House.gov


Table A2
Summary statistics.

Variable Mean Std. dev. Min Max

Bankruptcy vote (109th) 0.7056075 0.4563026 0 1
Finance sector employment 23504.41 8901.465 8068 62708
Non-business bankruptcy filings 59021.71 34567.52 1444 118948
MC average net worth (millions of $) 7.865406 32.78835 �1.417 406.5461
Commercial bank donations 214449.49 25078.98 0 195980
Credit card donations 7144.47 13918.19 0 132099
Securities investment donations 31451.01 48070.14 0 387625
Real estate donations 47782.9 42835.04 0 332600
Union donations 81776.22 85413.14 0 466494
Ideology �0.0757018 0.4994813 �1.281 0.878
District median income 49889.86 13183.75 21088 97753
District unemployment 6.532414 2.054596 2.8 18.8
Terms 5.866667 3.996043 1 25
Freshman 0.1034483 0.3048941 0 1
GOP presidential vote share (‘04) 50.16 14.33 9 78
Margin of victory in previous election (‘04) 40.7 24.8 0.5 100

Table A3
Bankruptcy vote 109th Congress (penalized logit).

Basic model (Contributions as total dollar
amount)

Basic model (Contributions as %
of total)

Additional controls (Contributions as total
dollar amount)

Commercial bank
donations

0.416**
(0.169)

0.418**
(0.176)

0.297**
(0.145)

Credit card donations 0.259
(0.313)

0.184
(0.330)

0.314
(0.248)

Securities investment
donations

�0.0835
(0.0621)

�0.0953
(0.0659)

�0.138
(0.0881)

Real estate donations 0.0532
(0.0665)

0.0528
(0.0711)

�0.0412
(0.104)

Union donations �0.00506
(0.0291)

�0.0207
(0.0320)

�0.0660**
(0.0312)

MC average net worth 0.0114**
(0.00456)

0.0107**
(0.00425)

0.0104**
(0.00506)

MC ideology �15.96***
(3.147)

�15.37***
(3.356)

�15.76***
(3.189)

District median income 0.980
(17.72)

2.911
(2.87)

5.847
(17.52)

District ideology 0.00322
(0.0272)

�0.0155
(0.0362)

0.00247
(0.0266)

Finance sector
employment

�0.0187
(0.0373)

Non-business bankruptcy
filings

�0.320
(0.675)

District unemployment �0.0999
(0.130)

Terms �0.110
(0.0751)

Freshman �0.558
(0.897)

Margin of victory �0.00590
(0.0127)

Financial services
committee

�0.0918
(0.696)

Judiciary committee �1.690
(1.416)

Region (South) �0.496
(0.681)

Constant 4.792**
(2.150)

7.994**
(3.521)

6.203***
(2.278)

Observations 194 194 194
Log-likelihood �42.86 �25.33 �44.61

Standard errors in parentheses **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.
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Table A4
Logistic and penalized logit (firth analysis) models with limited controls.

Logit Penalized logit

(Donations as total $ amount) (Donations as % of total) (Donations as total $ amount) (Donations as % of total)

Commercial bank donations 0.440***
(0.135)

0.310**
(0.137)

0.432***
(0.130)

0.314**
(0.130)

MC average net worth 0.0111**
(0.00502)

0.0105**
(0.00504)

0.0116**
(0.00461)

0.0111**
(0.00467)

MC ideology �18.02***
(2.737)

�18.09***
(2.682)

�17.12***
(2.607)

�17.16***
(2.548)

Constant 5.784***
(1.057)

6.060***
(1.054)

5.453***
(1.004)

5.700***
(0.996)

Observations 194 194 194 194
Log-likelihood �63.84 �66.75 �55.87 �58.77

Standard errors in parentheses **p < 0.05, ***p < 0.01.

Table A5
Penalized logistic regression (firth analysis) using alternative measure of Bankruptcy Risk (second mortgage). Donations variables are total $ amount.

Bankruptcy vote 109th congress

Commercial bank donations �0.0179
(0.0382)

Credit card donations 0.0625
(0.118)

Securities investment donations 0.437**
(0.172)

Real estate donations 0.182
(0.333)

Union donations �0.0948
(0.0664)

MC average net worth 0.0106**
(0.00422)

MC ideology 0.0561
(0.0736)

District median income �0.0188
(0.0314)

District ideology �15.14***
(3.375)

Finance sector employment 2.733
(20.80)

Second mortgage �0.101
(0.132)

District unemployment �0.100
(0.0758)

Terms �0.435
(0.895)

Freshman �0.0111
(0.0357)

Margin of victory �0.00495
(0.0128)

Financial services committee �0.109
(0.702)

Judiciary committee �1.733
(1.437)

Region (South) �0.482
(0.683)

Constant 7.050
(3.608)

Observations 194
Log-likelihood �23.59
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